COVID-19 Safety Rules for Jack Boynton Community Pool – Summer 2020
To protect our staff and visitors, the Pool has adopted the following COVID-19 Safety Rulesː
(1) Pool Capacity/Hours/Reservationsː
• No more than 75 visitors and 35 visitor groups will be allowed inside the Pool grounds.
• To accommodate more visitors, the Pool will open for two daily sessions (1-3ː45 p.m. and 4ː15-7 p.m.).
The Pool will be closed from 3ː45 to 4ː15 daily for cleaning.
• Visitors may reserve a space on-line. Visitors without reservations will be admitted on a first-come,
first-served basis, but are not guaranteed admission.
• Children under 14 years old must be chaperoned by someone 16 years old or older.
(2) Masks/Physical Distancingː
• Masks are required in all common spaces, including the Pool entrance, Pool House, and Concession line.
Masks may not be worn in the Pool. Masks are recommended, but not required, in all other areas within
the Pool grounds.
• Visitors should maintain a 6-foot distance from other groups both inside and outside the Pool.
• Visitors must bring their own chairs/towels and sit in a designated, physically distanced space around
the Pool. Each space should be used by one group of no more than six (6) people from the same
household.
• To maintain physical distancing, no more than one visitor group is allowed at the Front desk, two visitor
groups in the changing rooms/bathrooms, and three visitor groups in line for Concessions at any given
time.
• To limit the potential for contact exposure, the Pool will not provide chairs, pool toys, swim vests, ping
pong, foosball, or other shared equipment this summer.
• To ensure adequate space for social distancing, there will be no volleyball, dodgeball, or other active
games within the Pool grounds this year.
(3) Illness/Symptomsː
• Visitors must confirm that no one in their party is experiencing fever, cough, shortness of breath, or
other COVID-related symptoms and that no one has been exposed to a known case of COVID-19 in the
past 14 days. Anyone who is experiencing symptoms or has had a recent exposure will not be admitted.
• Patrons should notify the Pool if anyone in their party begins to experience COVID-related symptoms or
is diagnosed with COVID-19 within three (3) days of a visit.
(4) Violation of Rules;
• Visitors will be given one warning for rule violations. For a second violation, visitors will be asked to
leave the Pool. Anyone ejected from the Pool more than once will be barred for the rest of the season.
• Anyone who responds aggressively to pool staff trying to enforce the rules will be asked to leave the
Pool immediately and may be barred for the remainder of the season.
• No refunds will be provided if a visitor is ejected or barred for rule violations.
I have read and understand the above COVID-19 Safety Rules. I agree to comply with these rules and to ensure
that members of my household and any of my guests will comply as well.
Printed Name

Signature

Date

JACK BOYNTON COMMUNITY POOL/CLINTON YOUTH FOUNDATION
WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY
In consideration for being allowed to use the Jack Boynton Community Pool (“the Pool”), the
undersigned acknowledges and agrees thatː
(1) COVID-19 is a contagious disease and is present in the population of this County. Recreating in a
shared space, such as the Pool, carries a risk of exposure to the coronavirus, which causes COVID-19,
and may result in illness or death.
(2) Although the Pool and the Clinton Youth Foundation (“CYF”) have adopted rules and other
measures, which meet state and federal guidelines and are designed to prevent or limit the spread
of COVID-19, these precautions cannot eliminate the risk of transmission. The Pool and the CYF
CANNOT GUARANTEE that pool visitors will not become infected with COVID-19.
(3) I knowingly and freely assume all risks of actual or potential exposure to and actual or potential
illness from COVID-19 related to the use of the Pool, even if arising from the negligence of the Pool,
the CYF, or their employees, directors, agents, or volunteers.
(4) I agree for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin, to
RELEASE, INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS AND COVENANT NOT TO SUE the Pool, the CYF, and their
employees, directors, agents, representatives, and volunteers for any and all illness, injury,
disability, death, financial loss, or other damages stemming from my use of the Pool to the extent
permitted by law
(5) [For members with minor children] In my capacity as the parent/guardian with legal responsibility
for the children listed on my membership form, I agree to assume the COVID-19 related risks of their
use of the Pool and to RELEASE, INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS AND COVENANT NOT TO SUE the
Pool, the CYF, and their employees, directors, agents, representatives, and volunteers for any and all
illness, injury, disability, death, financial loss or other damages stemming from their use of the Pool
to the extent permitted by law.
I certify that I am over the age of 18, that I have read the above document, and that I am signing this
document voluntarily and with full knowledge of its contents.

Signature
Printed Name

Date

